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Statement of Significance 

 
The OWLP area’s large-scale and open landscape with extensive wide views and huge skies is 
dominated by rivers, drains and ditches that cut across some of the most productive agricultural land 
in England. The landscape contains isolated rural settlements and individual farmsteads, with a string 
of villages surrounding a relatively empty landscape demonstrating their historic relationships with it. 
 
This landscape means different things to different people. Some can find it featureless and 
intimidating whereas others find it exhilarating and value its tranquillity and distinctive lifestyles. 
Local poet Edward Storey recorded a description of the landscape around him: 
 

“You walk the roof of the world here. Only the clouds are higher and they are not permanent. Trees 
are too distant for the wind to reach and mountains hide below the horizon. The wind labours 

through reed as though they were the final barrier. Houses and farms cling like crustations to the 
black hull of the earth. Here, you must walk with yourself or share the spirits of forgotten ages”. 

 
This unique, man-made landscape lies largely below sea level demonstrating man’s amazing efforts 
in drainage engineering, executed here on a grand scale: with its abundant sluices, banks and dykes 
the whole landscape is a civil engineering monument. Human intervention regarding its management 
is as vital today as it was when, in the 17th century, the Ouse Washes in between the Bedford Rivers 
were created. The survival of the nationally significant Bedford Level Corporation archival collection, 
curated for by Cambridgeshire Archives, provides us with a unique insight in the historic 
developments of the drainage schemes in the area. 
 
The water management system in its essence still functions as was intended over 350 years ago and 
reflects the unique and strategic role it has played and is still playing in the drainage of land and in 
flood prevention: the landscape’s historic drainage features prevent a significant part of the nation’s 
valuable agricultural land and properties from flooding, both within and well beyond the Fens. 
 
Drainage since 1600s has caused the loss of over 97% of the original Fenland wetlands. Here again 
man is intervening and the area is now a UK area of importance for conservation action. The area 
bounded by the Bedford Rivers now forms the largest area of lowland ‘washland’ in Britain and 
provides a valuable and internationally significant wildlife resource for wildfowl and wading birds, 
and provides rich grazing pasture and meadows in summer. Its conservation importance is 
acknowledged through designations including RAMSAR, Special Area of Conservation (SAC), Special 
Protection Area (SPA) and Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). 
 
Much of it is owned by nature conservation bodies, including the well-established WWT Welney and 
RSPB Ouse Washes nature reserves, and newer reserves such as the RSPB Ouse Fen and Fen Drayton 
Lakes reserves, as well as the planned meadows at Sutton and Coveney. New fenland habitats are 
being created to encourage a great number of high priority flora and fauna species. Together, the 
nature reserves within the OWLP area form the ‘Great Ouse Wetland’ network, covering over 3,000 
ha, thereby forming one of the largest wetlands in the UK. The expanding network of reserves form a 
crucial core area in the proposed Fen-wide ecological connectivity network of wetland habitats, 
crucial for the survival of many rare and endangered flora and fauna species. The restored wetland 
areas which incorporate a particular high percentage of lowland meadows and reedbeds provide for 
a tranquillity not easily found elsewhere. 
 
These wetlands are highly significant ecosystems and form an essential component of the range of 
ecosystem services provided for by the OWLP area as a whole: 
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Ecosystem services provided for by the OWLP area 
 
The OWLP area is of at least national significance for its repository of well-preserved, often 
waterlogged archaeological and palaeo-environmental remains which are under threat as prehistoric 
deposits are being exposed due to shrinking peat levels. The OWLP area contains 18 Scheduled 
Ancient Monuments, including the well-preserved Bulwark Civil War Fort and several clusters of 
prehistoric barrows. The area contains especially rich prehistoric and Roman Period archaeology, as 
well as ancient well-preserved ‘bog oaks’ and a diversity of field patterns ranging from the ancient 
semi-regular enclosure to the engineered 18th century fields of the open inland fens. The abundance 
of prehistoric remains in the southern part of the OWLP area demonstrate clear evidence for a major 
ceremonial landscape during the Bronze Age, extending right across the floor of the Great Ouse 
valley. 
 
The landscape has also played host to some amazing social, economic and environmental 
experiments including the Flat Earth Society using the landscape to prove the earth is disc-shaped, 
the utopian social living experiment at Colony Farm in Manea in the mid-19th century, and the late 
20th century hovertrain experimental track. 
 

OWLP 

Supporting Services 

 

Habitat Provision 

Provisioning Services 

 

* Biodiversity & Genetic 
resources 

* Water  storage & provision 

* Food production 

* Aggregates and minerals 

Regulating services 

 

* Flood prevention & regulation 

* Carbon storage 

* Climate regulation 

* water quality regulation 

Cultural Services 

 

* Heritage values 

* Recreation 

* Tourism 

* Sense of Place 
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The OWLP area’s cultural context permeates its heritage features and its social history. The unique 
drainage history and important farming and food production history have provided today’s 
communities with a strong sense of tradition and place. Graham Swift wrote: 
 
“The Fens as a landscape is the product of its people just as the people themselves are shaped by the 

land”. 
 

The OWLP area is an area that links the richness of the past with the possibilities of the future. 
 

 

Word cloud, summarising what makes the OWLP area special. Created using http://worditout.com. 
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OWLP area, showing biodiversity, archaeological and historical sites and land use types of high 
significance. Image created by Sheils Flynn for OWLP; © Crown Copyright and database rights 2013 
Cambridgeshire County Council Ordnance Survey Licence 100023205. 
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